Abstract-In this paper parametric tracking of channel and synchronization errors for an adaptive multi-dimensional channel estimator for uplink Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex Access (OFDMA) communication systems is proposed. The estimator consists of a two-dimensional LMMSE filter. In real world scenarios, channel estimation should work not only in a wide range of terminal velocities and delay spread but it is also confronted with time and frequency synchronization errors affecting the channel estimation and thus limits the performance of both the coherent receiver and overall OFDMA system. We jointly track channel statistics and synchronization errors so that LMMSE filter coefficients closely reflect the current statistics of the channel. Through simulations it is verified that the proposed channel estimator outperforms the robust LMMSE estimator in the presence of synchronization errors and varying channel conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
OFDMA is used widely in current communication systems due to bandwidth efficiency, multipath immunity and achievable high data rates [1] . In wireless communications, the mobile radio channel between transmitter and receiver causes time and frequency selective fading. For receivers using coherent demodulation, channel estimation is required. Higher performance channel estimation depends upon the estimation of both these fading processes. Practical communication systems are also confronted by time and frequency synchronization errors. Time synchronization error also referred as beginning of frame offset (BOF) is caused by mismatch of frame sampling instant at the transmitter and receiver due to propagation delays [2] while frequency synchronization error also referred as carrier frequency offset (CFO) is caused by difference between transmitter and receiver oscillator frequencies as well as Doppler effects [3] .
The necessary estimation of 2D (time and frequency) stochastic channel can be performed by inserting pilot symbols in the data stream in a pattern which is known at the receiver. At the receiver the sampled time variant transfer function (TVTF) of the channel is obtained using least squares filtering at the pilot positions. If the sampling criterion is fulfilled, the TVTF of the channel can be estimated using 2D linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) filter also known as Wiener interpolation filter [4] . LMMSE filter is the optimal estimator in mean square error (MSE) sense when channel autocorrelation and noise variance are known [5] . Depending upon the complexity and performance required, a static or adaptive version of LMMSE filter is employed at the receiver. A static LMMSE filter is based on robust filter design using worst case assumptions of maximum delay spread and Doppler spread so it assumes less autocorrelation between the pilots than there is typically [6] , while an adaptive LMMSE filter tracks the channel statistics to exploit as much correlation between the pilots as possible [7] .
LMMSE filters designed using only wireless channel statistics without taking the synchronization issues under consideration perform only sub-optimally [8] . So in this paper we extend the 2-parameter tracking model as in [7] to a 4-parameter tracking model and propose an adaptive 2D LMMSE estimator which performs optimally even in the presence of synchronization offsets. We track a parametric model as illustrated in Fig. 1 and then use it to adapt LMMSE filter coefficients to current statistics of the channel.
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The width of the window in the Fig. 1 indicates delay spread, the height depicts Doppler spread and the location of the point C of the window show BOF and CFO. The organization of the paper is as follows: In section II system model and robust (static) LMMSE channel estimation are discussed. Then the parametric tracking for adaptive LMMSE channel estimation is discussed in section III. Section IV and V concludes the paper by simulation results and some discussion. 
where
is the additive white gaussian noise and additional noise due to ICI caused by doppler spread and CFO. As a initial step to channel estimation, least squares filtering is applied at the pilot positions to obtain sampled TVTF corrupted with the noise:
LMMSE filtering based on the initial least squares estimates is given by:
where n 0 and k 0 are the sampled locations within the filter range. c[n 0 , k 0 ] are the LMMSE filter coefficients given by:
where To obtain TVTF at the data locations, multidimensional up sampling interpolation is performed using noise suppressed (LMMSE filtered) channel estimates at the pilot positions.
The spaced-time, spaced-frequency (STSF) 2D correlation function of the channel is given by [9] :
which is related to multidimensional power spectrum (scattering function) S(τ, f d ) of the channel (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig.  2 ) by:
where τ represents delay and f d represents Doppler frequency. At the receiver, the actual shape of multidimensional power spectrum is generally not known. For the robust static filtering usually uniform multidimensional power spectrum is assumed [6] .
STSF 2D correlation function can be separated into time and frequency parts:
where σ 2 H denotes the average power which is assumed to be 1. For the uniform power spectrum case the correlation in time direction of the TVTF of the channel becomes [4] :
with sinc(x) = sin(x)/x, and f D being the Doppler spread. Δt = Δkt s (L + N ) with t s being the sampling period and t s (L + N ) one OFDM symbol duration. The correlation in frequency direction becomes [4] :
with τ max as the delay spread, τ shif t = τmax 2 , Δf = ΔF Δn with ΔF being the subcarrier distance. Worst case channel characteristics assumptions (τ max = Lt s and f D = maximum anticipated Doppler spread) leads to robust static LMMSE filtering [6] .
III. PARAMETRIC MULTIDIMENSIONAL PSD TRACKING
Robust filtering is less complex compared to adaptive filtering but its performance deteriorates as the model mismatch (difference between the correlation function that is assumed to generate filter coefficients to actual correlation function as in (5)) increases. To minimise model mismatch, channel parameters are tracked to exploit the available correlation between the pilots. Fig. 2 depicts the difference between available time direction correlation, present among the pilots for different user velocities for robust and adaptive filtering. Robust filtering always assumes minimum correlation among the pilots.
In the presence of synchronization offsets (CFO and BOF), the problem becomes more interesting because synchronization errors shift the PSD (Power Spectral Density) as seen by the receiver introducing inter-carrier interference (ICI) and if BOF > L− τ max , bringing in also inter-symbol interference (ISI) which further worsens the robust LMMSE filter performance. In order to do optimal noise reduction filtering we jointly track the channel characteristics (τ max and f D ) and synchronization errors for each user and then use them for filter adaptation and synchronization phase rotation compensation as shown in Fig. 3 . Here it is important to note that unlike in downlink, in uplink each user's synchronization errors cannot be completely pre-compensated at the base station since it would require compensation before FFT operation which could miss align already aligned users. So only phase rotations due to remaining uncompensated synchronization errors are compensated at the base station while coarse synchronization adjustment is done through control channel at the user end by transmitting instructions (timing advance).
A. BOF and Delay Spread Estimation
BOF hinders in correctly extracting data symbols from the time domain OFDMA symbol and causes phase rotation of channel coefficients along the subcarriers in frequency domain if BOF < (L − τ max ), otherwise phase rotation is accompanied by ISI. It is assumed in the model that each user is already coarse synchronized so there would be only phase rotations:
where d m is integer BOF represented in number of samples. Using time-shift property of Fourier transform, (10) can be considered as shift in the power delay profile (PDP) of the channel. There are different techniques discussed in the literature for delay and delay spread estimation such as [10] - [13] . [14] has shown that synchronization errors bias the performance of delay spread estimators based on channel correlation. So we jointly estimate d m and τ max from the PDP without bias. PDP is calculated from the sampled TVTF of the channel:
Where P h (τ ) represents the PDP of the channel for the user m. To avoid spectral leakage effects due to FFT, windowed version of H m,p (f, t) is used in (11) . By comparing PDP against the threshold (δ), d m and τ max are estimated by detecting first and last significant taps in P h (τ ) respectively. Threshold can be selected by:
where K is a scaling factor.
B. CFO and Doppler Spread Estimation
Doppler spread is estimated using the time direction autocorrelation. To improve the estimation, time domain channel estimates are used for calculating the time direction autocorrelation as in [15] . It has been shown in [16] that for 3D scattering environments, Doppler spread follows the uniform distribution. The time direction autocorrelation of Rayleigh fading channel with uniform Doppler spectrum is a sinc function as in (8) .
We search for the value of Δt at which r H,unif (Δt) becomes 10% of its peak value which is equal to 1. Estimate of Δt is further refined through linear interpolation between the samples. f D is estimated using:
Rather than using zero-crossing [17] or minimum extreme point of r H,unif (Δt) [7] , 10% of the peak value of r H,unif (Δt) is selected as a reference point to calculate f D so that the Doppler spread estimation algorithm still remains functional (though with bad performance) even if the actual shape of Doppler spectrum (whose autocorrelation might be a non-negative function for example in case of Gaussian distribution) differs to the assumed uniform Doppler spectrum.
CFO introduces common phase error (CPE) and ICI. CPE rotates each subcarrier by an equal amount while the effect of ICI is similar to noise [1] . CFO is estimated for each user by using maximum ratio combining similar formula:
where ∠ is given by:
C. SNR Estimation
SNR is adaptively estimated as in [7] . If L > τ max + d then most of the signal energy will gather in the interval τ max while rest of τ will contain only noise. So by adaptively estimating τ max and d as in section III-A, SNR is estimated by dividing signal and noise power in the interval τ max to noise power in the rest of the duration τ . 
IV. SIMULATION
For tracking and adaptive channel estimation performance evaluation 20 MHz bandwidth, 1200 data subcarriers and 2048 length FFT with 15kHz subcarrier spacing is assumed. Periodic pilot grid with spacing of 4 resource elements in both time and frequency direction and 21×21 LMMSE filter size is used. For tracking, we used a observation window of length 0.07 sec i.e. after every 0.07 sec the base station corrects the synchronization offsets per user and LMMSE filter adapts by sensing the statistics of the channel. Fig.  4 and Fig. 5 illustrate delay spread and BOF parameter tracking performance. Fig. 6 depicts Doppler spread tracking performance. Fig. 7 illustrates CFO tracking and Fig. 8 shows CFO tracking error PDF for different observation window lengths. In Fig. 8 expected error indicates bias which increases with window length and variance reflects the filter adaptation rate and noise effects. Large observation window gives more accurate estimates than the shorter window when there are small parameter fluctuations but in case of large parameter fluctuations its performance decreases. Fig. 9 shows the MSE channel estimation vs. SNR performance curves for perfect adaptive LMMSE filter (perfect parameter tracking), adaptive LMMSE filter with tracking errors, robust LMMSE filter (with maximum Doppler spread set to 700 Hz and maximum delay spread set to cyclic prefix length) and least squares filtering. From the figure it is evident that our proposed 4-parametric adaptive LMMSE channel estimation scheme shows clear improvement over robust (static) LMMSE channel estimation and gain of more than 8 dB on average as compared to robust filtering is achieved with the stated simulation specifications.
V. DISCUSSION
Modern mobile communication systems ensuring reliable transmission at high data rates along with varying channel statistics and synchronization offsets require high performance channel estimation. This requires adaptive channel estimation in order to exploit as much pilot correlation as possible. For MIMO-OFDMA transmission schemes 3D pilot correlation is available. The proposed 2D adaptive channel estimator can be extended to 3D in case of MIMO-OFDMA transmission. Instead of fixed LMMSE filter size as used in the simulations, filter size adapted to tracked parameters can be used. To reduce the complexity of adaptive channel estimation rather than adaptive LMMSE filter coefficients calculation, an adaptive selection from one of the several precomputed filters can be made. To enable the adaptive choice of precomputed filter coefficients, the phase change due to synchronization offsets is compensated before the filtering (Fig. 3) . In the paper we have tracked 4 parameters for improving channel estimation but in principal it is possible to track more number of parameters. Observation window length depends upon the coherence time of the channel therefore for fast varying channels a shorter observation window and for slowly varying channels a larger window is suggested.
